
The Great Gatsby Vocab Set 2  

1.Punctilious -puhngk-til-ee-uhs- (adj) Very concerned about details or conventions  

2. Labyrinth - lab-uh-rinth - (n) A maze  

3. Incredulous - in-krej-uh-luhs (adj) Unable to accept the truth; skeptical  

4. Somnambulatory som-nam-byuh-leyt-ory - (n) Sleepwalking 

5. Juxtaposition - juhk-stuh-puh-zish-uh n -(n) The act of placing two or more things side by 
side  

6. Tumultuous   - too-muhl-choo-uhs (adj) making a loud, confused noise 

7. Unfathomable  - uhn-fath -uh-muh-buh l - (Adj) Not capable of being understood  

8. Harrowed - har-oh - (v) to cause distress 

9. Counterfeit -  koun-ter-fit -  (adj) Made in imitation of something else; fake  

10. Exultation - eg-zuhl-tey-shuhn- (n) The act of being filled with much joy, happiness  

11. Corrugated - kor-uh-geyt - (v) To shape or fold, wrinkle  

12. Notoriety - noh-tuh -rahy-i-tee- (n) The state of being well known or famous  

13. Meretricious - mer-i-trish-uhs- (adj) Attractive in a flashy way; having characteristics of a 
prostitute  

14. Ineffable - in-ef-uh-buhl - (adj) Incapable of being expressed in words 

15. Debauchee - deb-aw-chee - (n) Someone who indulges in sensual pleasure; may be 
considered immoral or addicted to sensuality 

16. Euphemisms - yoo-fuh-miz-uhm- (n) The substitution of an agreeable expression to replace 
something offensive (politically correct)  

17. Dilatory - dil-uh -tawr-ee- (adj) Tending to cause delay  
18. Façade - (n) the way that someone or something appears to be, which is different from the way 
someone or something really is 

19. Rout  - rowt - (n) any overwhelming defeat 

20.  Scrutinize - skroot-n-ahyz- to examine in detail or care with critical attention 



1. (adj) Very concerned about details or conventions  

2.  (n) A maze  

3.  (adj) Unable to accept the truth; skeptical  

4. (n) Sleepwalking 

5. (n) The act of placing two or more things side by side  

6. (adj) making a loud, confused noise 

7. (Adj) Not capable of being understood  
8. (v) to cause distress 

9. (adj) Made in imitation of something else; fake  

10. (n) The act of being filled with much joy, happiness  
11. (v) To shape or fold, wrinkle  

12. (n) The state of being well known or famous  
13. (adj) Attractive in a flashy way; having characteristics of a prostitute  
14. (adj) Incapable of being expressed in words 

15. (n) Someone who indulges in sensual pleasure; may be considered immoral or addicted to sensuality 
16. (n) The substitution of an agreeable expression to replace something offensive (politically correct)  

17. (adj) Tending to cause delay  
18. the way that someone or something appears to be, which is different from the way someone or 
something really is 

19. (n) any overwhelming defeat 

20.  (v) to examine in detail or care with critical attention 


